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	VirdiVirdi BD: It is an artificial fingerprint made from silicone, rubber, paper, gel, or film which is used to defeat common biometric readers. Our Time & Attendance Solution manages access records obtained from authentication server. There is no need of additional installation of Time & Attendance devices as a fingerprint recognition device can be used as the basis of an integrated system. In addition, access records are strictly managed based on fake fingerprint detection function. Thus, manipulation of work hours can be prevented in advance. If you are looking for adle3900hd you can find it here. Our access control solution provides advanced control system for high security and convenience. Users can manage their human resource effectively by monitoring access history and current conditions of visitors depending on the country law. Unexpected accidents can be preventedby remote control in emergency. Confidential documents and assets can be protected by accurate access control solution. Visit our website to know more about Union Community Co painterly.ie. Ltd and their brand, ViRDI to more than 120 countries in worldwide and consistently innovating new biometric solutions for user convenience. Control by door, district, and time Remote control of branch and office Compatible with warning event and alarm Compatible with Time…
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	PABX/Intercom	IKE PABX & Intercom Machine
	Fanvil IP Phone
	GrandStream IP Phone & PBXGrandstream IP phone Price in Bangladesh GrandStream IP Phone Price starts from 3,800 Taka. [pricelist id="1647076009"] Grandstream IP Grandstream delivers an entire communications solution in one powerful and easy to manage deployment. From IP Voice & Video, to IP networking, surveillance and security, Grandstream has it all. Their award-winning IP phones are perfect for businesses of all sizes and their intuitive management interface make set up and administration a breeze. With Grandstream, you’ll have everything you need to keep your communications running smoothly, without ever having to worry about compatibility or complexity. Grandstream IP Phone is now available in Bangladesh through ESTALLBD. Grandstream is a global manufacturer of VoIP phones and other communication equipment. The company has been in business since 2002 and has distribution in over 170 countries. ESTALLBD is the exclusive Supplier of Grandstream products in Bangladesh. The company offers a full line of Grandstream products, including IP phones, gateways, and video conferencing systems. ESTALLBD is also a leading provider of PBX & Phone IP solutions in Bangladesh. The company offers a full range of services, including system design, installation, and support. [caption id="attachment_20820" align="alignnone" width="1024"] Grandstream GXV3240 – Grandstream IP phone Price in Bangladesh[/caption] [caption id=”attachment_20817″ align=”alignnone”…
	Panasonic PABX & Intercom MachinePanasonic PABX & Intercom Machine Panasonic PABX and Intercom Machines are the perfect solutions to suit your business needs. The Panasonic PABX and Intercom Machine is a combination of phone systems, voice mail, call routing, video conferencing, and more in one easy-to-use system. With a range of features that will meet any company’s need for communication, it allows you to stay connected with all your offices remotely or while on site. Whether you have one office or many across the globe, this state-of-the-art system will allow you to manage them all from one central location. Get professional assistance from our qualified staff today! Distributor in Bangladesh, TRIMATRIK MUltimedia” width=”2560″ height=”933″ /> TRIMATRIK MULTIMEDIA is a distributor of Panasonic PABX and Intercom Machines in Bangladesh. We are also the top importer of these machines in Bangladesh. You can find all your needs for these products at our website: Trimatrik or Find us on Facebook How to use the Panasonic PABX Are you looking for a way to efficiently manage your office? Panasonic has the answer! The Panasonic PABX offers users an easy-to-use system that can be tailored to fit any business. With features like remote access and call forwarding, there is…
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	EAS Security	EAS System Gate
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	Soft Tag
	Tag Remover
	Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS)What Is Electronic Article Surveillance and Why Should You Use It? Electronic article surveillance (EAS) is a system that uses radio frequency identification (RFID) tags to prevent the theft of merchandise from retail stores. RFID tags are placed on high-value items, such as electronics and clothing. When an item is taken past the sensor, the tag triggers an alarm. Just like you get caught when you break into a house, thieves will be caught when they steal your stuff. Be sure to keep this in mind if you’re thinking about shoplifting! Trimatrik Multimedia is the leading Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) Supplier in Bangladesh. The Basics of Electronic Article Surveillance Electronic article surveillance (EAS) is an anti-theft system that uses radio frequency identification (RFID) tags to identify and track merchandise in retail stores. This technology has been around for more than 20 years, but over the last few decades, it has become more common and affordable for retailers. There are two main versions of EAS systems: hard tags and soft tags. A hard tag is a device with an RF/AM antenna on its surface. The tag can be attached to items such as clothing or cans of soup with a flexible…
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	Networking	POE SwitchPOE Switch The PoE Switch makes it easier for you to use PoE technology deploys wireless access point (AP) and terminal network devices based on IP. PoE stands for Power over Ethernet and is an alternative to the older Cat-5/6/7. While Cat-5E/F offers great speeds of up to 100 Mbps, it is still limited in its distance and power consumption. Cat-6 is rated at 200 Mbps and Cat-7 at 1000 Mbps. But these standards still only provide up to 30 meters of distance and only offers a max power of 100 watts. What is POE Switch? In the networking world, networks that run on PoE (Power over Ethernet) are becoming more common. PoE, which is often referred to as “Power over Ethernet”, allows for the transmission of Ethernet signals over long distances using wires that are powered over the network itself. Power over Ethernet (POE) is a technology that uses standard Ethernet ports to provide power to PoE-enabled devices. PoE makes it possible to power devices such as IP cameras, network-attached storage, network-ready printers, and other devices. To allow devices to take advantage of the power provided by the device, a switch is required to enable the POE signal. Available…
	Switch
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	IPS & UPS	IPS[caption id="attachment_20138" align="aligncenter" width="800"] IPS Price in Bangladesh[/caption] IPS Price in Bangladesh
	Luminous IPS PackageLuminous IPS Package Price in Bangladesh
	LUMINOUS IPSLUMINOUS IPS Every day, more and more people are relying on the internet to do their work, play games, and stay connected. For this, the internet demands a certain speed, and a lot of people have no choice but to buy a device that can deliver this speed. For this reason, power sources have become important. There are many different types of power sources in the market today. With the increasing demand for the internet and the increasing power usage of components, we have come to realize that a power source must be able to provide more energy, faster and stronger. [caption id="attachment_20139" align="aligncenter" width="900"] LUMINOUS IPS[/caption] Looking for a quality inverter device? Check out our authorized dealer of Luminous IPS! We have a wide selection of products that can help you boost your productivity and save money. Many people are looking for a quality inverter device. But how do you know which one is the best for you? Check out our authorized dealer of Luminous IPS! We have a wide selection of products that can help you boost your productivity and save money. Our inverters are made with the latest technology, so you can be sure that they will…
	Microtek SOLAR IPSSolar IPS UPS With Micro-Controller DSPIC Based Intelligent Control Solar IPS UPS systems have various benefits. These systems do not require a main power connection, and their battery is charged through the sun during the day. During power outages, these systems can provide electricity to your home. Solar IPS UPS systems come in different capacities, so you can choose one depending on your needs and budget. Solar IPS UPS systems are usually measured in watts. The higher the capacity, the more expensive they are. The Microtek M-SUN SOLAR UPS is designed using the most up-to-date state-of-the-art technology. This solar UPS offers dual charging modes and a PWM-based Smart Solar Management Unit. The UPS is also equipped with an LCD display and graphical user interface, as well as a variety of safety features. It includes intelligent overload sense and short circuit protection. And it is also available with a one-year warranty. [caption id="attachment_21125" align="alignnone" width="800"] Microtek SOLAR PCU 2335 Price in BANGLADESH[/caption] [caption id="attachment_21123" align="alignnone" width="800"] Microtek SOLAR PCU 2035 Price in Bangladesh[/caption] [caption id="attachment_21121" align="alignnone" width="800"] SOLAR PCU 1435 Price in Bangladesh[/caption] [caption id="attachment_21118" align="alignnone" width="800"] Microtek SOLAR PCU 1235 SOLAR IPS Price in Bangladesh[/caption] Microtek SOLAR IPS in Bangladesh The…
	SOLAR
	LUMINOUS SOLAR InverterLUMINOUS SOLAR Inverter in Bangladesh Luminous solar inverters are available in various sizes and capacities, starting from one kilowatt up to 50 kilowatts. The company offers excellent prices, with special discounts for resellers and dealers. It is available for both on-grid and off-grid solar systems. This makes Luminous solar inverter a great buy for the price conscious home or business owner. Listed below are a few of the pros and cons of Luminous solar inverters. ESTALLBD is the Leading LUMINOUS SOLAR INVERTER Supplier in BANGLADESH. Luminous Power Technologies is an Indian solar inverter manufacturer with an established presence in over 36 countries. The company employs over 6000 people and has seven manufacturing units and 28 sales offices in India. The company serves over 60,000 channel partners worldwide. The company has multiple international events and conferences and showcases its cutting-edge product lines at leading industry events. A quick glance at the company’s website will demonstrate why this brand is the best choice for home owners looking for an inverter for solar panels. The Luminous NXG ranges of solar inverters are flexible and designed for a variety of solar appliances. They are pure sine-wave UPS systems, safe for sensitive electronic equipment and…
	Microtek SOLAR Inverter
	Loom SolarLoom Solar in Bangladesh Loom Solar is an online platform that hosts premium solar brands. It sells solar systems, panels, inverters and chargers to consumers. To purchase a solar system, customers buy them online or call the company’s call center. Sales staff then visit the customer’s location and provide consultations. The company promises delivery within three days across the country. Once the customer has made a decision on a product, the delivery process begins. Loom Solar has a retail presence in India, as well as online. They sell solar products to consumers online, and most products are delivered within three business days. Many Loom Solar products have attractive discounts, and the company works to educate consumers about their options before they purchase them. The company’s knowledgeable staff can answer questions and help consumers decide which solar system would be best for them. Founded in 2011, Loom Solar has grown to be a successful solar company in India. [caption id="attachment_21126" align="aligncenter" width="863"]
	LUMINOUS SOLARLUMINOUS SOLAR Luminous solar is the perfect solution for your home or office. With its sleek and modern design, it will fit in any space while providing all the benefits of solar energy. Luminous solar panels are made with the latest technology, so you can be sure you’re getting the most efficient energy possible. Not only does this save you money on your energy bills, but it’s also good for the environment. With luminous solar, you can help reduce your carbon footprint and do your part to fight climate change. LUMINOUS SOLAR in BANGLADESH LUMINOUS SOLAR SYSTEM is now operational in Bangladesh. This is the first time that this technology has been introduced in this country. The system was installed by ESTALLBD.com, a solar energy company based in Dhaka, Bangladesh. [caption id="attachment_20597" align="alignnone" width="560"] Solar Panel 40W[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20594" align="alignnone" width="560"] Solar Panel 60W[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20591" align="alignnone" width="560"] Poly Crystalline Solar Panel 40[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20589" align="alignnone" width="560"] Poly Crystalline Solar Panel 60[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20587" align="alignnone" width="560"] Poly Crystalline Solar Panel 105[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20586" align="alignnone" width="560"] Poly Crystalline Solar Panel 105[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20583" align="alignnone" width="560"] Poly Crystalline Solar Panel 165[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20581" align="alignnone" width="560"] Solar Panel 105W[/caption] [caption id="attachment_20579" align="alignnone" width="560"] Solar…
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Our Products & Services Available All Over the Countery
Dhaka, Chittagong, Sylhet, Barisal, Barguna (বরগুনা), Barisal (বরিশাল), Bhola (ভোলা), Jhalokati (ঝালকাঠি), Patuakhali (পটুয়াখালী), Pirojpur (পিরোজপুর), Bandarban (বান্দরবান), Brahmanbaria (ব্রাহ্মণবাড়ীয়া), Chandpur (চাঁদপুর), Chittagong (চট্টগ্রাম), Comilla (কুমিল্লা), Cox’sbazar (কক্সবাজার), Feni (ফেনী), Khagrachhari খাগড়াছড়ি, Lakshmipur লক্ষীপুর, Noakhali নোয়াখালী, Rangamati রাঙ্গামাটি, Dhaka ঢাকা, Faridpur ফরিদপুর, Gazipur গাজীপুর, Gopalganj গোপালগঞ্জ, Jamalpur জামালপুর, Kishoreganj কিশোরগঞ্জ, Madaripur মাদারীপুর, Manikganj মানিকগঞ্জ, Munshiganj মুন্সীগঞ্জ, Mymensingh ময়মনসিংহ, Narayanganj নারায়ণগঞ্জ, Narsingdi নরসিংদী, Netrakona নেত্রকোনা, Rajbari রাজবাড়ী, Shariatpur শরীয়তপুর, Sherpur শেরপুর, Tangail টাঙ্গাইল, Bagerhat বাগেরহাট, Chuadanga চুয়াডাঙ্গা, Jessore যশোর, Jhenaidah ঝিনাইদহ, Khulna খুলনা, Kushtia কুষ্টিয়া, Magura মাগুরা, Meherpur মেহেরপুর, Narail নড়াইল, Satkhira সাতক্ষিরা, Bogra বগুড়া, Joypurhat জয়পুরহাট, Naogaon নওগাঁ, Natore নাটোর, Chapainawabganj নওয়াবগঞ্জ, Pabna পাবনা, Rajshahi রাজশাহী, Sirajganj সিরাজগঞ্জ, Dinajpur দিনাজপুর, Gaibandha গাইবা, Kurigram কুড়িগ্রাম, Lalmonirhatলালমনিরহাট, Nilphamari নীলফামারী, Panchagarh পঞ্চগড়, Rangpur রংপুর, Thakurgaon ঠাকুরগাঁ, Habiganj হবিগঞ্জ, Moulvibazar মৌলভীবাজার, Sunamganj সুনামগঞ্জ, Sylhet সিলেট, In bd, Bangla, motijheel, mirpur, gulshan, banani, old town Dhaka, muhammadpur, jatrabari, Bangladesh, Bangladeshi area. Dhaka city area Adabor (আদাবর থানা), Badda (বাড্ডা থানা), Biman Bandar (বিমান বন্দর থানা), Bangshal, Cantonment (ক্যান্টনমেন্ট থানা), Chawkbazar Model, Dakshinkhan, Darus Salam, Dhanmondi (ধানমন্ডি থানা), Demra (ডেমরা থানা), Kotwali (কোতয়ালী থানা), Gendaria, Gulshan (গুল্শান থানা), Hazaribagh (হাজারীবাগ থানা), Jatrabari, Kadamtali, Kafrul (কাফরুল থানা), Kalabagan (কলাবাগান থানা), Kamringir Char (কামরাঙ্গীর চর থানা), Khilkhet, Khilgaon (খিলগাঁও থানা), Lalbagh (লালবাগ থানা), Mirpur (মিরপুর থানা), Mohammadpur (মোহাম্মদপুর থানা), Motijheel (মতিঝিল থানা), New Market, Pallabi (পল্লবী থানা), Paltan, Ramna (রমনা থানা), Rampura (রামপুরা থানা), Sabujbagh (সবুজবাগ থানা), Shah Ali, Shahbagh, Sher-e-Bangla Nagor, Shyampur (শ্যামপুর থানা), Sutrapur (সুত্রাপুর থানা), Tejgaon (তেজগাঁও থানা), Tejgaon Industrial Area, Turag, UttarKhan (উত্তরখান থানা), Uttara (উত্তরা).
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